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Orientation 
The area of concern includes the Blissville, Rutland, and Cold River 
areas, the subtransmission corridor that extends out to Cavendish, 
and the former Vermont Marble Power Division.  
 
 
 
 
  
 Area of 

concern 
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The transmission interface that defines 
the greater Rutland area 
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Problems 
    The area’s problems are complex, multi-dimensional, 

and interdependent.  They include:  
 

• A deficiency in the number and total thermal capability of 
area 115/46 kV autotransformer interconnections.  The worst 
area contingency is loss of the Cold River autotransformer 
causing overload of the North Rutland autotransformer during 
high summer loads. 

• The anticipated integration of the recently acquired, relatively 
weak, and radially-fed Vermont Marble Power Division system. 

• An aged combustion turbine (approximately 10 Mw) intended 
for peak load support that is no longer reliable. 

• A rather large matrix of area subtransmission lines, many of 
which are of small conductor and of limited capacity. 
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 But the area’s “reliability gap” (per ongoing loadflow 

simulations) has been diminishing. 

      Aside from the remaining need for two shunt capacitors and some 
minor reconductoring, the “gap” has been reduced to less than zero, as 
the result of several factors: 
 

• The plan to  close the West Rutland B7 tie will benefit not only the 
former VMPD system (by adding a 2nd subtransmission supply) but will 
also add transformer connectivity and strength to the Rutland area (by 
adding the Florence auto to the area’s “mix” of transformers, directly 
helping the worst contingencies.  Reconductoring the West Rutland-
Florence  46 kV line significantly leverages this benefit. 
 

• Substantial additions of large and small photo-voltaic generators have 
reduced the area’s traditional summer peak at mid-day, shifting the 
remaining peak later in the afternoon and causing the winter peak to 
return as the highest value, if not the biggest concern. 
 

• Loss of net Rutland Plywood load. 
 

• Closure of Diamond Run Mall? 
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Recent summer peak day load profile 
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      Is this the end of load              No, load growth  
          growth and the                         will be back  
        need for Planning?               (in about 10 years). 
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Factors expected to drive future  
Rutland area load growth 

• Heat Pumps 

• Electric Vehicles 

• Improving Economy / Rutland Renaissance 
 

    There is also concern that the Vermont  
    and Rutland load forecasts could prove to be less 

than conservative, and that growth could return 
sooner and in greater amounts than expected.   

 

    Meanwhile, as we wait… 
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We don’t want a repeat of the  
pre-Docket 7081 days 

• No more, “Oops, we have a problem and there’s no 
time to initiate programmatic solutions like DSM, EE or 
distributed resources.  Looks like we’re stuck having to 
build big transmission projects or big fossil-fired 
generation projects.” 

• Instead, a proactive approach demands that, despite 
there being some existing margin in the area’s system, 
we establish a suitable course of action now. 

• This implies the need for an assessment of the 
availability, practicality, and cost of those types of 
resources in the Rutland area, now.  
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Effect of new H40 statute 

• 75% of electric sales must be from 
“renewables” by 2035. 

• Hard to see how any future Rutland reliability 
gap would be met with non-renewable 
resources (e.g. fossil-fueled generation), given 
this mandate.  
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What (future) Rutland area resources could be 
brought to bear that meet these new and 

emerging requirements at least cost? 

• Energy Efficiency (EE) 
• Hot  water control reboot (SMART meters) 
• Post-contingency dispatch of Stafford Hill storage 
• Other storage (new) 
• Post-contingency islanding of Operations Headquarters  
     (by means of new diesels) 
• New initiatives (E-Co) 
 
    Unfortunately, further additions of solar power appear 

poorly suited to help, because summer peaks are shifting to 
late afternoon/early evening (no sunlight). 
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Rutland Area Core and Wide Area EE Penetration Cost Curves per VEIC Analysis 
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                With “Effective” Wide Area Cost Curve Included (for comparison) 



We’re in hot water again 

• Assessment of available post-contingency hot water-
based Rutland area load relief, and its pickup-factor(s) 
for North Rutland auto back-down, is pending. 

• Initially, 150 residential water heaters will be installed 
in homes and enrolled on a specific tariff for control. 
Commands will be simple time-based solutions and 
GMP will undergo an update to install controllers and 
communication (potential to increase total water 
heaters under control to 500-600 units, across Rutland 
area and outside of ER 51) 

• Estimate 250 kW load relief  initially 
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Stafford Hill is expected to reliably have at least  
2.9 MWhr* of stored energy available during an unanticipated 

summer emergency with 2.0 Mw power limit  

• Location for back-down of North Rutland auto is nearly ideal, but 
pickup factor must be quantified by loadflow. 

• Assessment is pending of “area under the summer daily peak load 
characteristic for a given load cap” versus MWhr of stored energy at 
Stafford.  Where the two areas are equal, the load reduction will be 
our available “resource”. 
 

    *Stafford will probably be devoted to the frequency regulation 
market most of the time.  Frequency regulation uses only SH’s 
lithium ion batteries (1 Mwhr capacity) not its lead-acid batteries 
(2.4 Mwhr capacity).  Therefore the lead-acid batteries should be 
fully charged when called upon and the lithium ion batteries should 
be about 50% charged (ideal for frequency regulation up or down). 

2.4 Mwhr + 0.50(1.0 Mwhr) = 2.9 Mwhr 
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Post-contingency islanding of GMP’s 
Operations Headquarters Building 

• We have a new 500 kW diesel (big enough to 
carry the whole building) with adequate fuel 
storage for long periods, and the controls to 
switch to this dedicated power supply with 
minimal disruption. 

• This load is served directly from the North 
Rutland substation, meaning that most of the 
back-down would be on its transformer. 

• Recent metered data indicates a load (relief) of at 
least 250 kW on a near-peak summer day. 
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Order of resource deployment based 
on anticipated cost/effect 

1. Post-contingency islanding of Operations Headquarters (cost would be 
diesel fuel minus wholesale cost of avoided energy normally taken from 
grid - capital cost is already sunk) 

2. Post-contingency  dispatch of Stafford Hill (cost would be the revenue 
lost from suspending participation in the ISO frequency regulation 
market, and the later cost to recharge - capital cost is already sunk) 

3. Post-contingency  dispatch of hot water heater interruption by means of 
SMART meters (cost TBD – this resource might have already dispatched 
when needed, in which case, no cost other than possible extension of 
the hot water heater interruption - capital cost is already sunk) 

4. New EE program (see VEIC-derived cost curves) 

5. Post-contingency  dispatch of new storage (substantial capital and other 
costs) 

6. Future initiatives including E-Co. 
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Next steps 

• Finish the pending assessments described in 
these slides. 

• Finish and submit the report detailing the 
Rutland Area Reliability Plan. 

• Monitor area load growth and its basis, in 
order to “pull the trigger” on new resources 
(in order of lowest cost that is still in 
compliance with statute) when warranted. 
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Questions? 
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